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1 Introduction
Background. Differential equations on surfaces appear in many applications includ-
ing transport phenomena on surfaces and elastic membranes and shells. In engineering
applications the surface geometry is often described using a CAD model consisting of
a partition of the surface into trimmed patches defined by mappings from a reference
domain onto the surface. When performing computations on surfaces it is beneficial to
directly utilize the available parametric geometry description, in line with the ideas of
isogeometric analysis (IGA) [9].
There are various techniques of enforcing interface conditions between patches, for
example Lagrange penalty methods or methods based on weak enforcement. In the case
of thin shells another approach is the bending strip method [10]. The use of Nitsche’s
method [16], or variants thereof, to weakly enforce interface conditions between patches
is a well established and flexible technique, see for example [1,6,12,15] and the references
therein. However, constructing a high quality conforming mesh on the trimmed patches
is generally a difficult task. In this work we address the problem of conforming mesh
construction by allowing the trim curve on each patch to arbitrarily cut the mesh by
utilizing a fictitious domain method called the cut finite element method (CutFEM) [2,3].
In the same spirit [11,18,19] allow cut elements but employ the finite cell method, which
is based on a different stabilization mechanism, where a small artificial stiffness is added
on the part of the cut element outside of the patch it belongs to.
Contributions. We develop a general technique for consistent discretization and a
framework for analysis of the Laplace–Beltrami operator, which serves as a model second
order partial differential operator on a patchwise parametric surface. The patches provide
a partition of the surface and each patch is assumed to be the image by a diffeomorphism
of a subdomain of the unit square which is bounded by a number of smooth trim curves. A
patchwise tensor product mesh is constructed by using a structured mesh in the reference
domain. Since the patches are trimmed we obtain cut elements in the vicinity of the
interfaces. We discretize the Laplace–Beltrami operator using a cut finite element method
that utilizes Nitsche’s method to enforce continuity at the interfaces and a consistent
stabilization term to handle the cut elements.
Several quantities in the method are conveniently computed in the reference domain
where the mappings impose a Riemannian metric. In particular, the stabilization term
only involves derivatives in the reference coordinates, which is convenient since it involves
higher order derivatives. We develop a quadrature formula for integration on the cut
elements that is applicable to a piecewise smooth boundary. We show that the method
is stable and we derive optimal order a priori estimates in the energy and L2 norms and
also present several numerical examples confirming our theoretical results.
Summarizing the key characteristics of the technique and framework for analysis de-
veloped in this work are:
• The method for computations on multipatch parametric surfaces is based on a
fictitious domain method (CutFEM) which does not require the construction of
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conforming meshes for the trimmed patches.
• A stabilization term is added which allows us to perform a complete stability and
error analysis independent of how the trim curves cut the computational mesh. In
particular, we include proofs of the basic estimates related to the stabilization term
in the case of higher order parametric polynomial spaces, as well as an estimate of
the condition number of the stiffness matrix.
• Both the method and the analysis are adapted to higher order elements and a
quadrature rule for integration of cut higher order elements is suggested. We con-
sider standard Lagrange elements but the analysis may also be applied to the spline
spaces used in isogeometric analysis.
Outline. In Section 2 we define the patchwise parametric surface, recall some basic
facts on differential operators on surfaces, and formulate our model problem, in Sec-
tion 3 we construct the patchwise mesh, the finite element spaces, formulate the finite
element method, and provide some details on the implementation including a method
for quadrature on cut elements, in Section 4 we prove stability of the method, construct
an interpolation operator, prove a priori error estimates in the energy and L2 norm and
prove an upper bound for the stiffness matrix condition number. In Section 5 we present
numerical results confirming our theoretical results. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize
our results and comment on possible future developments.
2 The Surface and the Laplace–Beltrami Operator
2.1 Piecewise Parametric Description of the Surface
We define the surface and the piecewise parametrization as follows:
• Let Ω be a piecewise smooth connected surface immersed in Rd, d ě 2, which is not
necessarily orientable.
• For all points x P Ω let γxpsq “ ty P Ω : distpx, yq “ su define a path on Ω at a
fixed distance s to x. The length of this path is denoted |γxpsq|.
• If Ω has a boundary BΩ it is assumed to be described by a set of smooth curves.
Furthermore, for all points x P BΩ we require limsÑ0` |γxpsq|s “ pi which means that
while the boundary may include kinks, in an intrinsic sense it is smooth.
• For all points x P Ω we require limsÑ0` |γxpsq|s “ 2pi which means that while the
surface may include sharp edges, in an intrinsic sense it is smooth. More concretely
the surface can have sharp edges, like the surface of a cylinder, but is not allowed
to have corners, like the surface of a cube.
• Let O “ tΩi, i P IΩu be a partition of Ω into a finite number of smooth subdomains
Ωi which we denote patches.
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Figure 1: Representation of the surface via patchwise parametrizations.
• We assume that each patch boundary Γi “ BΩi is described by a uniformly bounded
number of smooth curves.
• The interfaces between the patches in O are described by the curves in the set
G “ tΓij “ Ωi X Ωj, pi, jq P IΓ, i ă ju where IΓ is a set of pairs of domain indices
i, j P IΩ for neighboring patches.
• The boundary is described by the curves in the sets BBΩD and BBΩN for the Dirichlet
and Neumann parts of the boundary, respectively.
• For each patch Ωi we associate a diffeomorphism F´1i : Ωi Ñ pΩi Ă I2 “ r0, 1s2 to the
reference domain. We also assume that Fi|pΩi , is the restriction of a diffeomorphism
Fi : UδppΩiq Ñ FiUδppΩiq, where UδppΩiq “ tpx P I2 : dppx, pΩiq ă δu and dpx, yq “
}x´ y}R2 is the usual Euclidean distance function.
• To be able to evaluate functions u P Hp`1pΩq on FiUδppΩiq we for patches pΩi with
a smooth interface further assume FiUδppΩiq Ă Ω while we for patches with a sharp
interface define an Hp`1-extension E˚u of u on FiUδppΩiq which is possible as BΩi
in the sharp interface case is a closed smooth curve.
• Given x P Ωi we denote the corresponding point F´1i x P pΩi by px and given a
subset ω Ă Ωi we let pω “ Fipωq. For a function v : FiUδppΩiq Ñ R we let pv :
UδppΩiq Ñ R denote the pullback pv “ v ˝ Fi and for a function pv : UδppΩiq Ñ R we
let v : FiUδppΩiq Ñ R denote the push forward such that v ˝ Fi “ pv. Note that the
pullback is indeed defined on the slightly larger domain UδppΩiq. This property will
be convenient when we construct an interpolation operator.
This surface description and notation are illustrated in Figure 1.
2.2 Riemannian Metric on the Reference Patches
Tangent Spaces. At each point px P pΩi we let TpxppΩiq denote the tangent space of pΩi
and we let tpe1, pe2u be a fixed orthonormal basis for TpxppΩiq, i.e. the same basis is used
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independent of px. At each point x P Ωi we locally define the tangent space to Ωi as
TxpΩiq “ spantpB1Fi,pB2Fiu (2.1)
where pBk is the partial derivative in the pek direction and pBkFi “ pBkFi|x . Thus, any
tangent vector a P TxpΩiq can be written
a “ pa1pB1Fi ` pa2pB2Fi “ ”pB1Fi pB2Fiı „pa1pa2

“ pDFipa (2.2)
where pa “ rpa1,pa2sT P TpxppΩiq and we introduced the notation
pDFi “ Fi b p∇ “ ”pB1Fi pB2Fiı (2.3)
Riemannian Metric. We equip TxpΩiq with the Euclidean inner product ”¨” in Rd,
i.e. the inner product of the immersing space, and we define the induced inner productpgpx on TpxppΩiq as follows
pgpxppa,pbq “ a ¨ b (2.4)
Introducing the symmetric positive definite matrix pG with components pgkl “ pBkFi ¨ pBlFi
the inner product pgpxppa,pbq can be written
pgpxppa,pbq “ “pa1 pa2‰ „pg11 pg12pg21 pg22
«pb1pb2
ff
“ paT pGpb (2.5)
This inner product is a Riemannian metric on pΩi and pG is called the metric tensor. We
denote the norm on TpxppΩiq induced by the Riemannian metric by
}pv}2pgpx “ pgpxppv, pvq (2.6)
We note that pDFi : TpxppΩiq Q pa ÞÑ a P TxpΩiq is an isometry since norms and angles are
preserved
}a}2Rd “ a ¨ a “ pgpxppa,paq “ }pa}2pgpx (2.7)
and if θ (pθ) is the angle between a and b (pa and pb) we have
cos θ “ a ¨ b}a}Rd}b}Rd “
pgppa,pbq
}pa}pgpx}pb}pgpx “ cos pθ (2.8)
We note that given a P TxpΩiq we find the corresponding pa P TpxppΩiq using the relation
pa “ pG´1 pDF Ti a (2.9)
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since we have the identity
pgpxppa,pbq “ a ¨ b “ a ¨ p pDFipbq “ p pDF Ti aq ¨pb @pb P TpxppΩiq (2.10)
and thus we conclude that pGpa “ pDF Ti a.
Note that we have a uniform bound on the eigenvalues of pG, i.e. there exists constants
0 ă c ă C such that
c ď λminp pGq ď λmaxp pGq ď C @px P pΩi (2.11)
and as a consequence
c}pa}2pgpx ď }pa}2R2 ď C}pa}2pgpx px P pΩi, pa P TpxppΩiq (2.12)
We will use the notation T pωq “ \xPωTxpωq for the tangent bundle over a subset
ω Ă Ω, which is the collection of all the tangent vector spaces at the points in ω. When
there is no possibility of confusion we will use the simplified notation g “ gx, pg “ pgpx and
correspondingly for the induced norms.
2.3 Integration and L2 Inner Products
Integration. The integral over ω Ă Ωi is defined byż
ω
fdx “
ż
pω pf | pG|1{2 dpx (2.13)
where | pG| “ |detp pGq|.
Let pγ be a curve in UδppΩiq and let p0, lq Q s ÞÑ pγpsq P UδppΩiq be an arclength
parametrization and dpγ the arclength measure. We define the integral over the curve
γ “ Fi ˝ pγ Ă Ωi as followsż
γ
fdγ “
ż
pγ pf}pτ}pgdpγ “
ż l
0
pf ˝ pγpsq}pτ ˝ γˆpsq}pgpγpsqds (2.14)
where pτ “ dpγ
ds
is the unit tangent vector to pγ with respect to the Euclidean R2 inner
product.
Remark 2.1 In Appendix A we provide some more details on the definition of the inte-
grals and also discuss the extension to higher dimensions.
Inner Products. We let p¨, ¨qω denote the L2pωq inner product
pv, wqω “
$’’&’’%
ż
ω
vw dx “
ż
pω pv pw | pG|1{2dpx for v, w : ω Ñ Rż
ω
v ¨ w dx “
ż
pω pgppv, pwq | pG|1{2dpx for v, w : ω Ñ T pωq
(2.15)
and for curves γ we have analogous definitions where the integrals and measures are
replaced by integrals over the curve and the appropriate measures.
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2.4 Differential Operators in Reference Coordinates
Here we introduce some differential operators and formulate Green’s formula. In Ap-
pendix A we also derive these expressions including Green’s formula using basic calculus.
The Gradient. Let p∇ be the tangential gradient operator in reference coordinates
p∇ “ «pB1pB2
ff
(2.16)
The tangential gradient ∇u P TppΩiq is represented in terms of reference coordinates
∇u “ pDFix∇u (2.17)
Using the chain rule we obtain the identities
p∇pu “ p∇pu ˝ Fiq “ p pDFiqT∇u “ p pDFiqT pDFix∇u “ pGx∇u (2.18)
and thus we conclude that the the gradient representation in reference coordinates is
x∇u “ pG´1 p∇pu (2.19)
The Divergence. The divergence operator div on Ω is defined by the identity
pdivv, wqΩ “ ´pv,∇wqΩ (2.20)
for w P C80 pωq, and may be expressed in reference coordinates as follows
ydivv “ | pG|´1{2 p∇ ¨ ´| pG|1{2pv¯ (2.21)
The Laplace–Beltrami Operator. We define the Laplace–Beltrami operator ∆ on
the surface Ω by
∆v “ divp∇vq (2.22)
which in reference coordinates is given by the identity
x∆v “ | pG|´1{2 p∇ ¨ p| pG|1{2 pG´1 p∇pvq (2.23)
Green’s Formula. Green’s formula on ω Ă Ωi takes the form
´p∆v, wqω “ p∇v,∇wqω ´ p∇v, nwqBω (2.24)
where n P TppΩiq is the exterior unit normal to the curve Bω.
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Figure 2: Cross sections over a smooth (a) and sharp (b) patch interface Γij with exterior
unit normals to the patch boundaries indicated.
2.5 Sobolev Spaces
In the reference coordinates we let HkppΩiq denote the usual Sobolev spaces of order k
with inner product and norm
ppv, pwqHkppΩiq “ ÿ
|a|ďk
p pDapv, pDa pwqL2ppΩiq, }pv}2HsppΩiq “ ppv, pvqHkppΩiq (2.25)
On the surface we define the corresponding spaces of functions v that are liftings of
functions pv P HkppΩiq,
HkpΩiq “ HkppΩiq ˝ F´1i “ tv : Ω Ñ R | v “ pv ˝ F´1i , pv P HkppΩiqu (2.26)
with inner product and norm
pv, wqHkpΩiq “ ppv, pwqHkppΩiq, }v}HkpΩiq “ }pv}HkppΩiq (2.27)
We employ standard notation L2pωq “ H0pωq and } ¨ }L2pωq “ } ¨ }ω.
2.6 The Laplace–Beltrami Interface Problem
Let ni P TxpΩiq be the outward pointing normal to the patch boundary BΩi as illustrated
over a patch interface Γij in Figure 2. We formulate our model problem for a surface
without boundary: Given f such that pf, 1qΩ “ 0, find u : Ω Ñ R, with pu, 1qΩ “ 0, such
that
´∆u “ f in all Ωi P O (2.28a)JuK “ 0 on all Γij P G (2.28b)
ni ¨∇ui ` nj ¨∇uj “ 0 on all Γij P G (2.28c)
where the jump operator is defined by
JwKˇˇ
Γij
“ wi ´ wj (2.29)
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Remark 2.2 We pose our model problem on a surface without boundary to simplify the
presentation in the analysis. However, we comment in Section 3.3 on how the method
is easily adapted to boundary conditions and in Section 5 we also present a numerical
example with boundary conditions.
Remark 2.3 We use the interface formulation since we have parametric mappings de-
fined on the partition O of Ω in contrast to the standard manifold description which is
based on a partition of unity and compatibility conditions between the local parametriza-
tions.
Let V be the Hilbert space
V “
!
v P à
iPIΩ
H1pΩiq : JvK “ 0 on Γij, @pi, jq P IΓ ; ż
Ω
v dx “ 0
)
(2.30)
Then we have following weak formulation of (2.28),
pf, vqΩ “
ÿ
iPIΩ
p´∆u, vqΩi (2.31)
“
ÿ
iPIΩ
p∇u,∇vqΩi ´ pn ¨∇u, vqBΩi (2.32)
“
ÿ
iPIΩ
p∇u,∇vqΩi ´
ÿ
pi,jqPIΓ
pni ¨∇ui ` nj ¨∇uj, vqΓij (2.33)
“
ÿ
iPIΩ
p∇u,∇vqΩi (2.34)
for all v P V . It then follows from the Lax–Milgram lemma that (2.28) has a unique
solution in V for f P V 1, the dual of V , such that ş
Ω
f dx “ 0. Furthermore, we also have
the elliptic regularity result ÿ
iPIΩ
}v}Hs`2pΩiq À
ÿ
iPIΩ
}f}HspΩiq (2.35)
3 The Finite Element Method
3.1 Construction of the Mesh
Let pKh,i,0 be a uniform structured tensor product mesh on the unit square I2 “ r0, 1s2
consisting of elements pK with mesh size h. For each patch Ωi we define the active
background mesh in the reference domain aspKh,i “ t pK P pKh,i,0 : pK X pΩi ‰ Hu (3.1)
and the corresponding mesh on the surface is obtained by
Kh,i “ FippKh,iq “ tFip pKq : pK P pKh,iu (3.2)
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Figure 3: Illustration of meshes for a patch Ωi.
Let pFh,i be the set of interior faces belonging to elements in pKh,i that intersects the
boundary BpΩi. The mesh and the set of edges pFh,i are illustrated in Figure 3. Finally,
the collection of meshes
Kh “ tKh,i : i P IΩu (3.3)
provides a mesh on the surface with cut elements in the vicinity of the interfaces.
3.2 The Finite Element Spaces
Let pVh,0 be a finite element space on I2 “ r0, 1s2 of continuous piecewise tensor product
polynomials of order p defined on the mesh pKh,i,0. We define the spacespVh,i “ pVh,0| pKh,i (3.4)
Vh,i “ pVh,i ˝ F´1i “ tv : Ωi Ñ R : v “ pv ˝ F´1i , pv P pVh,iu (3.5)
Vh “
à
iPIΩ
Vh,i (3.6)
and we note that the functions in Vh are discontinuous across the interfaces Γij P G.
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Remark 3.1 Since each patch boundary pΓi “ BpΩi can arbitrarily cut the mesh pKh,i,0 we
typically get cut elements on both sides of an interface and on the boundary.
3.3 The Method
Using the formulation in [8] we introduce the Nitsche bilinear form ah given by
ahpv, wq “
ÿ
iPIΩ
p∇v,∇wqΩi (3.7)
´
ÿ
pi,jqPIΓ
ptn ¨∇vu, JwKqΓij ` pJvK, tn ¨∇wuqΓij
`
ÿ
pi,jqPIΓ
βh´1pJvK, JwKqΓij
where β is a positive parameter, and the linear functional l is defined
lpwq “ pf, wqΩ (3.8)
The finite element method takes the form: find uh P Vh{R such that
Ahpuh, vq “ lpvq @v P Vh (3.9)
where the bilinear form Ah is defined
Ahpv, wq “ ahpv, wq ` jhpv, wq (3.10)
The stabilization form jh is defined
jhpv, wq “
ÿ
iPIΩ
jh,ippv, pwq (3.11)
where jh,i is short for jh, pFh,i which is defined
jh, pFppv, pwq “ pÿ
k“1
γkh
2k´1pJ pDknpvK, J pDkn pwKq pF (3.12)
where pF is a set of faces, tγkupk“1 are positive parameters, and pDknv on a face pF P pF is
the k:th derivative in the face normal direction to pF with respect to the Euclidean R2
inner product. We recall the definition of the jump and define the normal flux average
over interfaces
JvK “ vi ´ vj, tn ¨∇vu “ pni ¨∇vi ´ nj ¨∇vjq{2 (3.13)
In the context of unfitted finite elements the stabilization form (3.12) was first analysed
for linear elements in [3] and extended to higher order elements in [14].
Note that, for u|Ωi P Hp`1pΩiq, the finite element method (3.9) is consistent and thus
the error u´ uh satisfies the Galerkin orthogonality
Ahpu´ uh, vq “ 0 @v P Vh (3.14)
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Remark 3.2 (Penalty Parameter) The parameter β is chosen large enough as in
standard Nitsche type methods and suitable choices of the parameters tγkupk“1 are pro-
vided in Section 5 below.
Remark 3.3 (Adaptation to Boundary Conditions) While formulated above for a
surface without boundary the method (3.9) is easily adapted to boundary conditions. For
non-homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions
u “ fD on BΩD (3.15)
n ¨∇u “ fN on BΩN (3.16)
where BΩD Y BΩD “ BΩ and BΩD X BΩD “ H we introduce the modified Nitsche formsrAhpv, wq “ Ahpv, wq ` ÿ
ΓPBBΩD
βh´1pv, wqΓ ´ pn ¨∇v, wqΓ ´ pv, n ¨∇wqΓ (3.17)
rlpwq “ lpwq ` ÿ
ΓPBBΩN
pfN , wqΓ `
ÿ
ΓPBBΩD
pfD, βh´1w ´ n ¨∇wqΓ (3.18)
and the resulting method reads: find uh P Vh such thatrAhpuh, vq “ rlpvq @v P Vh (3.19)
Note that for a problem with Dirichlet boundary we no longer need puh, 1qΩ “ pf, 1qΩ “ 0.
Remark 3.4 (Adaptation to Convection–Diffusion) The method is also easily ex-
tended to cover convection–diffusion operators such as
Lu “ ´∆u` b ¨∇u (3.20)
where  is a constant and b|Ωi “ bi : Ωi Ñ TppΩiq is a tangential vector field. In this case
we get some additional terms and the bilinear form reads
ahpv, wq “
ÿ
iPIΩ
p∇v,∇wqΩi ` pb ¨∇v, wqΩi (3.21)
´
ÿ
pi,jqPIΓ
ptn ¨∇vu, JwKqΓij ` p2tn ¨ bvu, twu ` γJwKqΓij
`
ÿ
pi,jqPIΓ
βh´1 pJvK, JwKqΓij
where γ is an upwind parameter and t¨u for the non-flux terms is the usual average
twu “ wi`wj
2
. Note that we require the vector field b to be consistent across interfaces in
the sense that ni ¨ bi ` nj ¨ bj “ 0 on Γij.
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3.4 Formulation in Reference Coordinates
In order to assemble the load vector and stiffness matrix we have the following expressions
in reference coordinates
pf, vqΩi “
ż
pΩi
pfpv| pG|1{2 dpx (3.22)
p∇v,∇wqΩi “
ż
pΩi pgp pG´1 p∇pv, pG´1 p∇ pwqpΩi | pG|1{2 dpx (3.23)
“
ż
pΩi
p∇pv ¨ pG´1 p∇ pw| pG|1{2 dpx (3.24)
For the interface terms on Γij we note that pij “ F´1j Fi : pΓiij Ñ pΓjij is a bijection. Here we
introduced the notation pΓiij “ F´1i pΓijq. We may use pij to pull back values from pΓjij onpΓiij, i.e. fetch values from the reference representation of Γij on pΩj based on coordinates
in the reference representation of Γij on pΩi. We obtain the identityż
Γij
JvKJwK dγ “ ż
Γij
pvi ´ vjqpwi ´ wjq dγ (3.25)
“
ż
pΓiijppvi ´ pvj ˝ p´1ij qp pwi ´ pwj ˝ p´1ij q}pτi}pg dpγ (3.26)
and for the other interface term we getż
Γij
tn ¨∇vuJwK dγ
“
ż
Γij
2´1pni ¨∇vi ´ nj ¨∇vjqpwi ´ wjq dγ (3.27)
“
ż
pΓiij 2
´1ppgppni,y∇viq ´ pgppnj,y∇vjq ˝ p´1ij qp pwi ´ pwj ˝ p´1ij q}pτi}pg dpγ (3.28)
where
pgppni,y∇viq “ } pG´1pνi}´1pg pνi ¨ pG´1 p∇pvi (3.29)
and pνi is the unit normal to pτi with respect to the Euclidean R2 inner product in T ppΩiq.
To verify (3.29) we used the identity (2.19) for the gradient x∇vi “ pG´1 p∇pvi, and the fact
that the reference coordinates pni of the normal ni may be expressed in terms of pνi,
pni “ pG´1pνi} pG´1pνi}pg (3.30)
which follows from the fact that
pG´1pν
} pG´1pν}pg is a unit vector with respect to the metric inner
product pg which is also pg´orthogonal to the tangent vector pτ ,
pgp pG´1pν, pτq “ pν ¨ pτ “ 0 (3.31)
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3.5 Quadrature
Quadrature on Cut Elements. To compute the terms implied from the above forms
we generate a quadrature scheme for evaluation of integrals in the reference patches on
the form ż
pΩiX pK fppx1, px2q dpx (3.32)
where the domain of integration is the intersection between a reference patch pΩi and a
finite element pK, and the integrand f stems from tensor product polynomials of arbitrary
order. We denote this intersection pω “ pΩiX pK and assume its boundary can be described
by the union of N non-overlapping curves pγk : r0, 1s Ñ R2, i.e.
Bpω “ Nď
k“1
pγk (3.33)
where pγkpsq “ “pγk,1psq pγk,2psq‰T is parametrized such that }pγ1kpsq}R2 ‰ 0 and that pγkpsq
in the positive direction traverses Bpω counter-clockwise. Thus, the exterior unit normal
to pω, with respect to the R2 inner product, may be expressed
pν “ 1}pγ1k}R2
„ pγ1k,2
´pγ1k,1

(3.34)
We define a vector field
pφ : pω Q „px1px2

Ñ
„
0şpx2
a
fppx1, qq dq

P R2 (3.35)
where a is an arbitrary constant which we choose as a “ minpx2P pK px2 and note that we can
express the integrand in (3.32) as f “ p∇ ¨ pφ by the fundamental theorem of calculus. We
rewrite (3.32) as two nested one dimensional integrals, one in each reference coordinate
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direction, by applying the divergence theorem in R2 and the following calculationsż
pω f dpx “
ż
pω p∇ ¨ pφ dpx (3.36)
“
ż
Bpω pφ ¨ pν dpγ (3.37)
“
ż
Bpω pν2
ˆż px2
a
fppx1, qq dq˙ dpγ (3.38)
“
Nÿ
k“1
ż
pγk pν2
ˆż px2
a
fppx1, qq dq˙ dpγ (3.39)
“
Nÿ
k“1
ż 1
0
pν2 ˝ pγkpsq˜ż pγk,2psq
a
fppγk,1psq, qq dq¸ }pγ1k}R2 ds (3.40)
“
Nÿ
k“1
ż 1
0
p´pγ1k,1psqq ż pγk,2psq
a
fppγk,1psq, qq dq ds (3.41)
“
Nÿ
k“1
ż 1
0
pγ1k,1psq pa´ pγk,2psqq ż 1
0
fppγk,1psq, a` s˜ppγk,2psq ´ aqq ds˜ ds (3.42)
where we in (3.41) use (3.34) and in the last equality make a change of integration in the
inner 1D integral.
Assuming the integrand f is a tensor product polynomial of degree pf , i.e. f P Qpf ,
and that the boundary representation pγkpsq in each dimension is a polynomial of degree pγ,
i.e. pγk P Ppγ , we can deduce the following resulting polynomial degrees of the integrands
in the inner and outer 1D integral
fppγk,1psq, a` s˜ppγk,2psq ´ aqq P Ppf w.r.t. s˜ (3.43)
pγ1k,1psq pa´ pγk,2psqq ż 1
0
fppγk,1psq, a` s˜ppγk,2psq ´ aqq ds˜ P P2pfpγ`2pγ´1 w.r.t. s (3.44)
and thus we for each reference dimension can choose the number of Gauss points such
that the 1D integrals in (3.41) are evaluated exactly. Let tspiq, wpiquni“1 and ts˜pjq, w˜pjqun˜j“1
be the set of Gauss quadrature points and weights which exactly integrates polynomials
of degree ď pf and degree ď 2pfpγ ` 2pγ ´ 1 on r0, 1s, respectively. Thus, the resulting
quadrature points and weights are
pxpijkq1 “ pγk,1pspiqqpxpijkq2 “ a` s˜pjq `pγk,2pspiqq ´ a˘pwpijkq “ pγ1k,1pspiqq `a´ pγk,2pspiqq˘wpiqw˜pjq
where
$’&’%
1 ď i ď n
1 ď j ď n˜
1 ď k ď N
(3.45)
Note that the sum of the quadrature weights t pwpijkqu gives the area of pω. An illustration
of the resulting quadrature points for an example intersection is given in Figure 4 and in
Table 1 we list the polynomial degree and the number of integration points in the nested
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1D integrals depending on the tensor product polynomial of the initial integrand f and
the boundary polynomial degree of the boundary representation.
Remark 3.5 (Domain Complexity) Note that the formulation of the quadrature rule
assumes nothing about the complexity of the integration domain other than that its bound-
ary should be well approximated by piecewise polynomial parametrizations. Thus, complex
boundaries or holes pose no problem with this quadrature rule and the resolution of the
boundary approximation is independent of the size of the finite elements. On the other
hand, allowing arbitrarily complex boundaries within an element means we cannot assume
a readily available bulk description, for example a mesh, of the intersection between the
element and the domain.
Remark 3.6 (Current Implementation) As the tensor product polynomials of our
finite element basis functions will be perturbed by the Riemannian metric we compensate
for this in the quadrature rule by choosing a higher order rule than indicated by the basis
functions alone. Also, in cases where the trimmed patches in the reference domain are
not exactly represented by piecewise P1 curves we in our current implementation choose a
P1 representation with a resolution high enough for this error to be negligible. This use of
P1 representation is however not a limitation of the quadrature rule as seen in the above
derivation and an alternative would be to use higher order approximations of the patch
boundaries instead.
Remark 3.7 (Negative Quadrature Weights) As seen in Figure 4 the quadrature
method includes both positive and negative weights which stems from adding and sub-
tracting various parts of the integration domain. This is an undesirable property when
considering reduced quadrature as inexact cancellation possibly could lead to loss of coer-
civity. A possible modification which improves the method in this regard is to replace the
constant lower bound a in the integral in (3.35) by a polynomial of degree ď pγ where the
polynomial coefficients are chosen such that the number of negative quadrature weights
are minimized. If no restriction is placed on the polynomial coefficients, this could lead
to some quadrature points being placed slightly outside the element.
However, in the present work we do further not investigate the aspect of reduced in-
tegration. We view this as a reference quadrature rule capable of integrating higher order
tensor product polynomials and as noted in Remark 3.6 we rather use an increased in-
tegration order. In a complicated real world setting it is therefore advisable to chose an
alternative quadrature scheme where positive quadrature weights can be guaranteed.
Quadrature on Interfaces. To compute the interface terms (3.26) and (3.28) we
construct a partition of pΓiij which contains both all the intersection points between the
curve pΓiij and the mesh pKh,i as well as all the intersection points between the curve pΓjij
and the mesh pKh,j mapped back to pΓiij using the mapping p´1ij “ F´1i Fj. Each interval in
the partition of pΓiij will thus be associated only with a single element in pKh,i and a single
element in pKh,j and we apply a 1D Gauss quadrature rule on each interval. See Figure 5
for an illustration of the partition of the interface.
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(a) P1 approximation (b) P2 approximation
Figure 4: Illustrations of quadrature rule for exact integration of Q4 polynomials when the
boundary is approximated using five P1 segments (a) and five P2 segments (b). Quadrature
points with positive and negative weights are indicated in red and blue, respectively.
pf, pγkq px2 integrand px1 integrand points/seg.
pQ2, P1q P2 P5 2ˆ 3 “ 6
pQ4, P1q P4 P9 3ˆ 5 “ 15
pQ6, P1q P6 P13 4ˆ 7 “ 28
pQ2, P2q P2 P11 2ˆ 6 “ 12
pQ4, P2q P4 P19 3ˆ 10 “ 30
pQ6, P2q P6 P27 4ˆ 14 “ 56
Table 1: Polynomial degree for nested 1D integrals and resulting number of quadrature
points for each boundary segment assuming no optimizations, such as removing zero weight
points, are used.
4 A Priori Error Estimates
Let a À b denote a ď Cb with a constant C independent of the mesh parameter h.
4.1 Norms
Given a set of faces pF in a mesh let
}pv}2j
h, pF “ jh, pFppv, pvq “ pÿ
k“1
γkh
2k´1}J pDknpvK}2pF (4.1)
We define the following energy norm
~v~2h “
ÿ
iPIΩ
~v~2h,i `
ÿ
pi,jqPIΓ
h}tn ¨∇vu}2Γij ` h´1}JvK}2Γij (4.2)
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Γij
Ωj
Ωi
1
Figure 5: Illustration of Γij , i.e. the interface between patch Ωi and patch Ωj . The points
indicate the partition of the curve describing Γij such that each segment only is associated
to a single element in pKh,i respectively in pKh,j .
where
~v~2h,i “ }∇v}2Ωi ` }pv}2jh, pFh,i (4.3)
4.2 Inverse Inequalities
On elements which are partially outside the patch domain, as illustrated in Figure 6, we
use the following inverse inequality to control a discrete function or its gradient on an
element in terms of the gradient on a neighboring element and a suitable face term.
We will below make repeated use of the set of elements cut by the patch boundary Γi
and thus we define the set
Kh,ipΓiq “ tK P Kh,i : Γi XK ‰ Hu (4.4)
and analogously we define pKh,ippΓiq in the reference domain.
Lemma 4.1 Let the two elements pK1, pK2 P pKh,i be neighbors of face pF with face normal
n pF . For all pv P pVh,i| pK1Y pK2 the following estimates then hold
}p∇pv}2pK1 À }p∇pv}2pK2 ` }pv}2jh, pF (4.5)
}pv}2pK1 À }pv}2pK2 ` h2}pv}2jh, pF (4.6)
Proof. We begin by proving estimate (4.5) and we then make use of calculations in this
proof when proving the second estimate (4.6).
Proof of Estimate (4.5). Let pvl “ pv| pKl , l “ 1, 2. Since pv2 is a polynomial we may
evaluate pv2 also on pK1. Using the triangle inequality followed by the inverse estimate
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K̂1 K̂2
nF̂
F̂
Figure 6: Elements pK1 and pK2 neighboring face pF with the patch boundary cutting
through pK1 such that pK1 is partially outside the patch domain.
}pv2} pK1 À }pv2} pK2 , we obtain
}p∇pv1} pK1 ď }p∇pv2} pK1 ` }p∇ppv1 ´ pv2q} pK1 (4.7)
À }p∇pv2} pK2 ` }p∇ppv1 ´ pv2q} pK1 (4.8)
To estimate the second term we note that using Taylor’s formula on ppv1 ´ pv2q at x pF P pF
in the face normal direction n pF (with respect to the Euclidean R2 inner product) gives
ppv1 ´ pv2qpxq “ ppv1 ´ pv2qpx pF qloooooomoooooon
“0
`
pÿ
k“1
pDknppv1 ´ pv2qpx pF qpn pF ¨ px´ x pF qqkk! (4.9)
for px ´ xF q “ sn pF with s P R. Using an orthonormal coordinate system tpe1, pe2u withpe1 “ n pF , i.e. a coordinate system which is aligned with the face normal and the face
itself, we have x pF “ rx pF ,1, x2sT and n pF ¨ px´x pF q “ s “ x1´x pF ,1. This gives the following
expressions for the partial derivatives
pB1ppv1 ´ pv2qpxq “ pÿ
k“1
pDknppv1 ´ pv2qpx pF qpB1 px1 ´ x pF ,1qkk! (4.10)
“
pÿ
k“1
pDknppv1 ´ pv2qpx pF qpx1 ´ x pF ,1qk´1pk ´ 1q! (4.11)
pB2ppv1 ´ pv2qpxq “ pÿ
k“1
pB2 pDknppv1 ´ pv2qpx pF qpx1 ´ x pF ,1qkk! (4.12)
Using the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality for sums we obtain
}pB1ppv1 ´ pv2q}2pK1 À pÿ
k“1
} pDknppv1 ´ pv2q}2pF 1ppk ´ 1q!q2
ż h
0
s2pk´1q ds (4.13)
À
pÿ
k“1
}J pDknpvK}2pF h2k´1ppk ´ 1q!q2p2k ´ 1q (4.14)
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and in the same way we have
}pB2ppv1 ´ pv2q}2pK1 À pÿ
k“1
}pB2J pDknpvK}2pF h2k`1pk!q2 (4.15)
À
pÿ
k“1
}J pDknpvK}2pF h2k´1pk!q2 (4.16)
where we used an inverse inequality in the last step to remove pB2. In summary, we have
}p∇pv}2pK1 À }p∇pv}2pK2 ` pÿ
k“1
h2k´1}J pDknpvK}2pF (4.17)
which concludes the proof of estimate (4.5).
Proof of Estimate (4.6). Starting in the same way as the proof of (4.5) but without
the gradients we have
}pv1} pK1 ď }pv2} pK1 ` }pv1 ´ pv2} pK1 À }pv2} pK2 ` }pv1 ´ pv2} pK1 (4.18)
As ppv1 ´ pv2q| pF “ 0 the Poincare´ inequality holds yielding the following estimate
}pv1 ´ pv2} pK1 À h2}∇ppv1 ´ pv2q} pK1 (4.19)
and we handle the remaining term as in the proof of (4.5).
Assumption 4.1 (Patch Geometry) For a given element K let N0pKq “ K and for
l “ 1, 2, . . . , let NlpKq be the union of all elements that share a face or a node with an
element in Nl´1pKq, in other words NlpKq is the set of elements that are neighbors of
distance less or equal to l. Assume that there is a positive integer l, a maximum mesh
parameter 0 ă h0, and a positive constant c, such that for all h P p0, h0s and all K P KhpΓq
there is an element K 1 P NlpKq such that |K 1 X pΩi| ě c|K|.
Remark 4.1 This assumption limits the complexity of the reference subdomains pΩi. Note
that the assumptions holds for 0 ă h ď h0 with h0 small enough when the boundary BpΩi
satisfies a cone condition. The assumption does not hold for instance in the vicinity of
a cusp. In future work we will return to situations with more general patches including
very thin patches and patches with cusps since such patches may occur in CAD models
used in practical engineering design.
Lemma 4.2 Given Assumption 4.1 it for pK P pKh,ippΓiq, holds
}pv}2pK À }pv}2Nlp pKqXpΩi ` }pv}2jh,FpNlpxKqq (4.20)
where FpNlp pKqq is the set of interior faces in the neighborhood Nlp pKq.
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Proof. This estimate follows directly from repeated use of Lemma 4.1 together with the
Assumption on Patch Geometry that there is pK 1 P Nlp pKq such that |Nlp pKqXpΩi| Á h2.
Lemma 4.3 There is a constant such that for all v P Vh,i it holds
h}ni ¨∇v}2Γi À ~v~2h,i (4.21)
Proof. We proceed as follows
h}ni ¨∇v}2Γi ď h}∇v}2Γi (4.22)
“
ÿ
KPKh,ipΓiq
h}∇v}2ΓiXK (4.23)
À
ÿ
KPKh,ipΓiq
h}p∇pv}2pΓiX pK (4.24)
À
ÿ
KPKh,ipΓiq
}p∇pv}2pK (4.25)
À
ÿ
KPKh,ipΓiq
´
}p∇pv}2Nlp pKq ` }pv}2jh,FpNlp pKqq¯ (4.26)
À
ÿ
KPKh,ipΓiq
}∇v}2NlpKq ` }pv}2jh,FpNlp pKqq (4.27)
À }∇v}2Ωi ` }pv}2jh, pFh,i (4.28)
where in (4.22) we used the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality; in (4.23) we divided the integral
into element contributions; in (4.24) we mapped to reference coordinates and used the
bound
}∇v}2ΓiXK “
ż
pΓiX pK }
pG´1 p∇vˆ}2pg}τ}pg dpγ (4.29)
ď
ż
pΓiX pK λmaxp
pG´1q}p∇vˆ}2R2}τ}pg dpγ (4.30)
ď
˜
sup
xPpΓiX pK
}τ}pg
λminp pGq
¸
loooooooooomoooooooooon
À1
ż
pΓiX pK }
p∇vˆ}2R2 dpγ (4.31)
À }p∇pv}2pΓiX pK (4.32)
In (4.25) we used the following inverse trace inequality
h}p∇pv}2pΓiX pK À }p∇pv}2pK (4.33)
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which holds for pv P pVh,i| pK and we verify below; in (4.26) we used estimate (4.20); in (4.27)
we used the bound
}p∇pv}2
Kˆ
“
ż
pK }p∇pv}2R2 dpx (4.34)
ď
ż
pK λminp pG´1q} pG´1 p∇pv}2pg dpx (4.35)
ď
›››`| pG|1{2λmaxp pGq˘´1›››
L8p pKqlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
À1
ż
pK }x∇v}2pg| pG|1{2 dpx À }∇v}2K (4.36)
for each of the elements in Nlp pKq; and finally in (4.28) we used (4.20).
Verification of (4.33). We have the bounds
h}p∇pv}2pΓiX pK ď h |pΓi X pK|looomooon
Àh
}p∇pv}2
L8ppΓiX pKq ď h2}p∇pv}2L8p pKq À h´1}p∇pv}2pK (4.37)
where we used the fact that the length pΓi X pK of the curve segment |pΓi X pK| À h for
h P p0, h0s, with h0 small enough, which holds since Γi consists of a finite set of smooth
curve segments, and at last we used an inverse bound to estimate the L8 norm in terms
of the L2 norm.
4.3 Coercivity and Continuity
Lemma 4.4 (Coercivity and Continuity) The form Ah satisfies:
(i) For large enough β it holds for all v P Vh,
~v~2h À Ahpv, vq (4.38)
(ii) For all v, w P Vh `H3{2`pΩq it holds
|Ahpv, wq| À ~v~h~w~h (4.39)
Proof. The first statement (i) follows directly from the inverse inequality (4.21) together
with standard arguments, see for instance [13]. The second statement (ii) follows directly
from the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality.
4.4 Interpolation
Let ppih,i : L2ppKh,iq Ñ pVh,i be the Scott–Zhang interpolation operator, see [20]. We recall
the standard interpolation error estimate
}pu´ ppih,ipu}Hsp pKq À hp`1´s}pu}Hp`1pN p pKqq (4.40)
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where N p pKq Ă pKh,i is the set of elements in pKh,i that are neighbors to pK. Next we note
that for 0 ă h ď h0, with h0 small enough, we havepKh,i Ă UδppΩiq (4.41)
where UδppΩiq “ tx P I2 | dpx, pΩiq ă δu, see Section 2.1. We define the global interpolation
operator pih : L
2pΩq Ñ Vh as follows zppihvqi “ ppih,ipvi (4.42)
where we used the fact that pvi is defined on UδppΩiq and therefore the right hand side of
(4.42) is well defined due to (4.41).
Lemma 4.5 (Interpolation Error Estimate) The interpolation operator pih defined
by (4.42) satisfies
~u´ pihu~h À hp}pu}Hp`1ppΩiq (4.43)
Proof. Let ρ “ u ´ pihu. For each pF P pFh,i there are two neighboring elements pK1 andpK2 in pKh,i. Using the triangle inequality followed by the trace inequality
}pv}2pF À h´1}pv}2pK ` h}p∇pv}2pK pv P H1p pKq (4.44)
and the interpolation estimate (4.40) we obtain
}pρ}2
jh, pF “
pÿ
k“1
h2k´1}J pDknpρK}2pF (4.45)
ď
pÿ
k“1
h2k´1
2ÿ
j“1
} pDknpρj}2pF (4.46)
À
2ÿ
j“1
pÿ
k“1
h2k´1
´
h´1} pDknpρj}2pKj ` h} pDk`1n pρj}2pKj¯ (4.47)
À
2ÿ
j“1
pÿ
k“1
h2p}puj}2Hp`1pN p pKjqq (4.48)
Thus we conclude that
}pρ}2jh,i À h2p}pu}2Hp`1ppΩiq (4.49)
Next we recall the following trace inequality
h}pv}2pKXpΓi À }pv}2pK ` h2}p∇pv}2pK pv P H1p pKq, pK P pKh,i (4.50)
which holds independent of the position of pΓi in pK, see [7]. Introducing the notationpKh,ippΓiq “ t pK P pKh,i : pK X pΓi ‰ Hu (4.51)
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we may estimate the remaining terms in the energy norm (4.2) using the triangle inequal-
ity in (4.52), the trace inequality (4.50) in (4.54) and the interpolation estimate (4.40)
in (4.55) as follows
~ρ~2h À
ÿ
iPIΩ
}∇ρ}2Ωi ` }pρ}2jh,i ` h}ni ¨∇ρi}2Γi ` h´1}ρi}2Γi (4.52)
À
ÿ
iPIΩ
}p∇pρ}2pΩi ` }pρ}2jh,i ` h}p∇pρi}2pΓi ` h´1}pρi}2pΓi (4.53)
À
ÿ
iPIΩ
}p∇pρ}2pΩi ` }pρ}2jh,i ` }p∇pρi}2pKh,ippΓiq ` h2}p∇2pρi}2pKh,ippΓiq (4.54)
` h´2}pρi}2pKh,ippΓiq ` }p∇pρi}2pKh,ippΓiq
À h2p}pu}2
Hp`1ppΩiq (4.55)
which concludes the proof.
4.5 Error Estimates
Theorem 4.1 (Energy Error Estimate) Let u P Hp`1pΩq be the solution to (2.28)
and uh the solution to (3.9), then
~u´ uh~h À hp
ÿ
iPIΩ
}pu}Hp`1ppΩiq (4.56)
Proof. Adding and subtracting the interpolant we have
~u´ uh~h ď ~u´ pihu~h ` ~pihu´ uh~h (4.57)
À hp}pu}Hp`1ppΩiq ` ~pihu´ uh~h (4.58)
where we used the interpolation error estimate (4.43). For the second term we have, using
the notation eh “ pihu´ uh and Galerkin orthogonality (3.14),
~eh~2h À Ahpeh, ehq (4.59)
“ Ahppihu´ u, ehq (4.60)
À ~pihu´ u~h~eh~h (4.61)
Thus we conclude that
~eh~h À ~pihu´ u~h À hp}pu}Hp`1ppΩiq (4.62)
where we finally used the interpolation estimate (4.43) again. Together (4.58) and (4.62)
concludes the proof.
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Theorem 4.2 (L2 Error Estimate) Let u be the solution to (2.28) and uh the solution
to (3.9), then
}u´ uh}Ω À hp`1}pu}Hp`1ppΩiq (4.63)
Proof. Let e “ u´ uh be the error, and φ the solution of the dual problem
´∆φ “ e in all Ωi P O (4.64a)JφK “ 0 on all Γij P G (4.64b)
ni ¨∇φi ` nj ¨∇φj “ 0 on all Γij P G (4.64c)
Recall that
ş
Ω
u dx “ ş
Ω
uh dx “ 0 dx and thus
ş
Ω
e “ 0 dx and we conclude that the dual
problem has a unique solution in V , see (2.30), that satisfiesÿ
iPIΩ
}φ}H2pΩiq À }e}Ω (4.65)
Multiplying the dual problem by e, integrating by parts on each subdomain Ωi, and using
the interface conditions on φ we obtain
}e}2Ω “
ÿ
iPIΩ
´pe,∆φqΩi (4.66)
“ ahpe, φq (4.67)
“ ahpe, φ´ pihφq ´ jhpe, pihφq (4.68)
ď }e}ah}φ´ pihφ}ah ` }e}jh}pihφ}jh (4.69)
ď ~e~h
`}φ´ pihφ}ahlooooomooooon
I
`}pihφ}jhloomoon
II
˘ À hppI ` IIq (4.70)
where we in (4.68) used the Galerkin orthogonality (3.14) to subtract Ahpe, pihφq “ 0,
and we in (4.69) applied the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and also introduced the norms
}v}2ah “ ahpv, vq and }v}2jh “ jhpv, vq induced by their respective forms. In the final
inequality we applied the energy norm estimate Theorem 4.1.
Estimate of I. Using the triangle inequality on the jumps and averages, applying the
trace inequality and standard interpolation estimates we obtain
I À h
ÿ
iPIΩ
}φ}H2pΩiq À h}e}Ω (4.71)
where we in the last inequality use the elliptic regularity of the dual solution (4.65).
Estimate of II. Consider two neighboring elements pK1, pK2 P pKh,i sharing face pF .
Introducing a patchwise interpolant ppiF : L2p pK1 Y pK2q Ñ Qpp pK1 Y pK2q, where Qp is the
space of tensor product polynomials of degree ď p, we note that we can subtract ppiF pφ
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inside the stabilization terms as it will give no contribution due to the jump over faces.
We proceed as follows
h2k´1
››J pDknppih,ipφK››2pF “ h2k´1››J pDknpppih,ipφ´ ppiF pφqK››2pF (4.72)
À h2k´2››ppih,ipφ´ ppiF pφ››2Hkp pK1Y pK2q (4.73)
À ››ppih,ipφ´ ppiF pφ››2H1p pK1Y pK2q (4.74)
ď
´››ppih,ipφ´ pφ››2H1p pK1Y pK2q ` ››pφ´ ppiF pφ››2H1p pK1Y pK2q¯ (4.75)
À h2}pφ}2
H2p pK1Y pK2q (4.76)
where in (4.73) we used an inverse trace inequality, in (4.74) we used an inverse inequality,
in (4.74) we added and subtracted pφ and used the triangle inequality, and finally in (4.76)
we used interpolation estimates. We thus have the estimate
II2 “ }pihφ}2jh À h2
ÿ
iPIΩ
ÿ
pFPFp pKh,iq
}pφ}2
H2p pK1Y pK2q À h
ÿ
iPIΩ
}φ}H2pKh,iq À h}e}Ω (4.77)
which concludes the proof.
4.6 Condition Number Estimate
To prove an upper bound on the stiffness matrix condition number we follow the approach
in [3,5]. Let tϕiuNi“1 be the standard piecewise tensor product polynomial Lagrange basis
functions associated with the nodes in Kh and let A and M be the stiffness and mass
matrices with elementsAij “ Ahpϕj, ϕiq andMij “ pϕj, ϕiqΩ, respectively. The condition
number for the stiffness matrix is defined by
κpAq “ |A|RN |A´1|RN (4.78)
where | ¨ |RN on matrices denotes the operator norm
|A|RN “ sup
VPRN z0
|AV|RN
|V|RN (4.79)
and | ¨ |RN on vectors denotes the Eucledian norm.
Theorem 4.3 (Upper Bound on Condition Number) The condition number of the
stiffness matrix A satisfies the estimate
κpAq À h´2 (4.80)
for all h P p0, h0s with h0 sufficiently small.
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Proof. If v “ řNi“1 Viϕi and tϕiuNi“1 is the usual nodal basis on Kh the following well
known estimate holds
h|V|RN À }v}Kh À h|V|RN (4.81)
We will make use of the inverse inequality
~v~h À h´1}v}Kh @v P Vh{R (4.82)
and the discrete Poincare´ inequality
}v}Kh À ~v~h @v P Vh{R (4.83)
The inverse inequality (4.82) is proven by first applying the triangle inequality to all
jump and average terms and then using Lemma 4.3 on the consistency terms, the inverse
inequality
h´1}v}2ΓiXK À }v}2K (4.84)
on the jump penalty term and the inverse inequality
h2k´1} pDknpv}2B pK À h2k´2}pv}2Hkp pKq À h´2}pv}2pK (4.85)
on the stability terms. The discrete Poincare´ inequality (4.83) is proven by first separating
the cut elements and applying Lemma 4.2 which gives
}v}2Kh À }v}2Ω `
ÿ
iPIΩ
}v}2Kh,ipΓiq À }v}2Ω ` jhpv, vq À }∇v}2Ω ` jhpv, vq À ~v~2h (4.86)
where we in the second last inequality apply the standard Poincare´ inequality on the first
term.
We now turn to estimating |A|RN and |A´1|RN separately. The product of these
estimates will give a bound on the condition number κpAq by its definition (4.78).
Estimate of |A|RN . Let V P ĂRN where ĂRN “ tV P RN : VTMV “ 0u. In other
words ĂRN is the space of coefficient vectors corresponding for discrete functions in Vh{R.
By the definition of the method (in matrix form) and using continuity (4.39) we have
|AV|RN “ sup
WPRN z0
pW,AVqRN
|W|RN (4.87)
“ sup
WPĄRN z0
pW,AVqRN
|W|RN (4.88)
“ sup
wPtVh{Ruz0
Ahpv, wq
|W|RN (4.89)
À sup
wPtVh{Ruz0
~v~h~w~h
|W|RN (4.90)
À |V|RN (4.91)
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where we in the last inequality used the inverse estimate (4.82) and (4.81). It follows
that
|A|RN À 1 (4.92)
Estimate of |A´1|RN . Let V P ĂRN . Using (4.81), the Poincare´ inequality (4.83),
coercivity (4.38) and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality we obtain
h|V|RN À }v}Kh À ~v~h À
Ahpv, vq
~v~h “
pAV,VqRN
~v~h À
|AV|RN |V|RN
~v~h À h
´1|AV|RN
(4.93)
Since V is arbitrary we by choosing U “ AV P ĂRN , i.e. ĂRN Q V “ A´1U, get
|A´1|RN À h´2 (4.94)
which in combination with (4.92) concludes the proof.
5 Numerical Results
In this section we present our numerical experiments to verify convergence rates and the
stability of the cut finite element method on patchwise parametrized surfaces. We also
provide various numerical examples.
5.1 Model Problems
For our convergence and stability results we choose the same Laplace–Beltrami model
problems as in [17]; a problem on the unit sphere and a problem on a torus surface. The
solutions and load functions to these problems satisfy pu, 1qΩ “ pf, 1qΩ “ 0.
Surface and Analytical Solution. The surfaces and analytical solutions for our two
model problems are illustrated in Figure 7 and described below.
• Sphere: The surface Ω is the unit sphere centered in origo and we use a manufac-
tured problem with analytical solution u “ 3x2y ´ y3.
• Torus: The surface Ω is a torus with inner radius r “ 0.6 and outer radius R “ 1.
This surface can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates as the points
tx “ pR ` r cos θq cosφ , y “ pR ` r cos θq sinφ , z “ r sin θu (5.1)
for 0 ď θ ď 2pi and 0 ď φ ă 2pi where tθ, φu are toroidal coordinates of the surface.
We use a manufactured problem with analytical solution u “ sinp3φq cosp3θ ` φq.
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(a) Sphere (b) Torus
Figure 7: Analytical solutions to the two model problems.
(a) Sphere (b) Torus
Figure 8: Patchwise described surfaces for the two model problems. The patches are
displayed with coarse meshes to illustrate the effect of the constructed mappings.
Patchwise Surface Description. In the presented method the surface Ω is described
by a set of mappings tFiuiPIΩ and trimmed patches in reference coordinates tpΩiuiPIΩ such
that Ω “ ŤiPIΩ FippΩiq and ŞiPIΩ FippΩiq “ H. To construct such a description for the
two model problems we first create a closed surface approximation of Ω consisting of a
number of polygons tTiuiPIΩ . For each polygon Ti we by a simple affine mapping can
create an inverse mapping down to a reference patch pΩi in r0, 1s2. To map onto the
surface Ω we from Ti use a closest point mapping and by combining the inverse mapping
and the closest point mapping we define Fi : pΩi Ñ Ωi. The actual patchwise descriptions
used for the model problem are illustrated in Figure 8.
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(a) Sphere (b) Torus
Figure 9: Finite element solutions uh to the model problems.
5.2 Implementation Aspects
We use tensor product Lagrange finite elements of order p on quadrilaterals in our im-
plementation. In the results below we for the Nitsche interface terms used the parameter
β “ 100 and for the CutFEM stability terms used parameters γk “ 10´2, k “ 1, . . . , p.
The latter choice is numerically investigated in Section 5.4 below. To impose the average
constraint puh, 1qΩ “ 0 we use a Lagrange multiplier approach, see for example [13].
5.3 Convergence
To confirm our theoretical results in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 we present conver-
gence results for the energy norm error and L2 norm error in Figure 10 and Figure 11,
respectively. Example numerical solutions for the two model problems are displayed in
Figure 9. In these studies the geometry representation, i.e. the reference patches pΩi and
mappings Fi, is kept fixed while the background grid is refined.
5.4 Stability
Patch Position in the Background Mesh. Depending on how a reference patch pΩi
is positioned in r0, 1s2 the intersection with the background mesh may produce situations
with arbitrary small cut elements. To demonstrate the stability of the method with
regard to different cut situations we produce statistical data by randomly rotating each
reference patch pΩi in the background mesh to give random cut situations and repeating
the simulation N times. The standard deviation of the energy and L2 errors in these
simulations are presented in Figure 12.
Condition Number. The discrete problem can become arbitrarily ill conditioned if
the stabilization term jh,i is not included in the form Ah. To capture this instability we
estimate the condition number of the stiffness matrix for numerous patch positions in
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Figure 10: Convergence results in the energy norm for the two model problems. The
dashed reference lines are hp.
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Figure 11: Convergence results in L2 norm for the two model problems. The dashed
reference lines are hp`1.
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Figure 12: Standard deviation (left) and relative standard deviation (right) of the error
in the energy norm and L2 norm against the mesh size h for the sphere model problem
with random placement of the reference patches in the background mesh. Bilinear finite
elements are used (p “ 1) and the reference lines in the left figure are Ophq and Oph2q.
the reference domain, producing different cut situations. This is illustrated in Figure 13a
where we estimate the condition number for both the stabilized and unstabilized system
in random cut situations. Note that the condition number for the stabilized stiffness
matrix scales as Oph´2q in agreement with the bound proven in Theorem 4.3.
Choice of Stability Parameter γ. For a fixed mesh size h we investigate how the
size of the stabilization parameters γk, k “ 1, . . . , p, affect numerical stability, i.e. the
condition number κ, and the size of the error in the solution. Assuming all stabilization
parameters take on the same value, i.e. γk “ γ, we present a numerical study of this
in Figure 13b respectively in Figure 14. For small values of γ we increasing condition
numbers resulting in numerical instabilities, see Figure 13b, and for large values of γ we
note that the stabilization term jh,i will start to impact the solution leading to larger
errors, see Figure 14. A good middle ground seems to be γ “ 10´2.
5.5 Numerical Examples
Surface with Boundary. With the simple adaption of the method to boundary con-
ditions described in Section 3.3 we give results of a problem with boundary in Figure 15a,
where we have both non-homogeneous Dirichlet conditions and Neumann conditions.
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Figure 13: Numerical studies of the stiffness matrix condition number in the unit sphere
model problem. (a) The condition number κpAq against the mesh size h for 50 random
positions of the reference patches in the background grids (p “ 1). The reference line is
Oph´2q. (b) The condition number κpAq as a function of the stability parameter γ.
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Figure 14: Error in the energy norm and in L2 norm as a function of the stability parameter
γ.
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(a) Surface with boundary (b) Klein bottle
Figure 15: (a) Solution to a problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the top right,
u “ 0, and bottom left, u “ 10, holes and homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions on
the top left and bottom right holes. (b) Solution to a problem posed on a Klein bottle; a
non-orientable surface for which there exist no embedding in R3.
Klein Bottle. The Klein bottle is a closed non-orientable surface for which it exists no
embedding in R3. Let Ω in Cartesian coordinates be described by the parametrization
xpθ, φq “ ´ 2
15
cos θp3 cosφ´ 30 sin θ ` 90 cos4 θ sin θ (5.2)
´ 60 cos6 θ sin θ ` 5 cos θ cosφ sin θq
ypθ, φq “ ´ 1
15
sin θp3 cosφ´ 3 cos2 θ cosφ´ 48 cos4 θ cosφ` 48 cos6 θ cosφ (5.3)
´ 60 sin θ ` 5 cos θ cosφ sin θ ´ 5 cos3 θ cosφ sin θ ´ 80 cos5 θ cosφ sin θ
` 80 cos7 θ cosφ sin θq
zpθ, φq “ 2
15
p3` 5 cos θ sin θq sinφ (5.4)
for 0 ď θ ă pi and 0 ď φ ă 2pi. We manufacture a problem with the analytical solu-
tion u “ 3 cos2 θ sinφ ´ sin3 φ and the resulting finite element solution is presented in
Figure 15b.
Surface with Sharp Interfaces. Let Ω be the closed surface to the half solid torus
defined via (5.1) and θ P r0, 2pis, φ P rpi
2
, 3pi
2
s and r ď 0.6. The resulting geometry consists
of half a torus and two circular discs. We manufacture a problem by choosing the same
analytical solution as for the torus model problem on the torus part and on the discs we
make the ansatz of a single cubic Hermite polynomial in the radial direction with zero
solution and radial derivative in the disc center. The analytical solution on the discs
are then derived from the interface conditions. In Figure 16 the solution and gradient
magnitude of the finite element solution are displayed, and both flow nicely over the
interfaces.
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(a) Solution (b) Magnitude of gradient
Figure 16: Finite element solution to a problem with a sharp interface. Note that both
the solution (a) and the gradient magnitude (b) flows nicely over the interface.
6 Summary and Future Work
We have presented and analysed a higher order cut finite element method for elliptic
problems on multipatch surfaces. The method has the following fundamental features:
• Patches are described by mappings from a reference domain and trim curves.
• On each patch a mesh is constructed using structured grids in the reference domain.
• The discrete solution is coupled between the patchwise meshes by enforcing interface
conditions using Nitsche’s method.
• On each patch we handle elements cut by trim curves by adding certain stabilization
terms.
• The stability and error analysis is independent of how the trim curves cut the mesh.
Real Applications. While we in this work consider the Laplace–Beltrami operator
as a model problem, there are many real problems posed on surfaces to which the same
framework for dealing with multipatch surfaces effectively could be applied. For example,
there is a great interest in structural mechanics for modeling membranes, plates and shells,
and modeling of thin films and lubrication also occur on surfaces.
Extended Analysis. In the analysis we assume that, at the interface, the trim curves
on both patches map exactly onto the same interface curve. However, this is typically
not the case when working with geometries extracted from CAD due to the discrete
representation of the trim curves. Therefore a useful extension of the analysis would be
to consider gaps in the geometry. Another useful extension would be higher order PDE
which are common for problems on surfaces and in this setting we can easily construct a
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tensor product basis with higher order continuity properties, i.e. where the restriction of
the finite element space to each patch is a subspace to the proper Hilbert space.
Isogeometric Analysis. As the presented multipatch method is based on an exact
description of the geometry by parametric mappings and features higher order elements
it fits perfectly into the framework of isogeometric analysis [4,9]. The CutFEM approach
also allows for convenient construction of structured meshes equipped with tensor product
spline basis functions.
A Differential Operators on Surfaces
We provide details for the local forms of the divergence and Laplace–Beltrami operator
as well as a derivation of Green’s formula on a surface using only calculus in the reference
coordinates and some basic linear algebra.
Divergence. Starting from the definition
´ pdivv, wqω “ pv,∇wqω (A.1)
for v, w P C80 pωq, for ω Ă Ωi, we have the identities
´pydivv, pwqpω “ ppv,y∇wqpω (A.2)
“
ż
pω gppv,y∇wq| pG|1{2dpx (A.3)
“
ż
pω pv ¨ p∇ pw| pG|1{2dpx (A.4)
“ ´
ż
pω p∇ ¨ p| pG|1{2pvq pwdpx (A.5)
“ ´
ż
pω | pG|´1{2pp∇ ¨ | pG|1{2pvq pw| pG|1{2dpx (A.6)
“ p| pG|´1{2pp∇ ¨ | pG|1{2pvq, pwqpω (A.7)
where we integrated using standard Green’s formula in local coordinates. Thus we con-
clude that ydivv “ | pG|´1{2pp∇ ¨ | pG|1{2pvq (A.8)
The Laplace–Beltrami Operator. Using the definition of the Laplace–Beltrami op-
erator (2.22) we conclude that in local coordinates
x∆v “ {divp∇vq “ | pG|´1{2 p∇ ¨ p| pG|1{2 x∇vq “ | pG|´1{2 p∇ ¨ p| pG|1{2 pG´1 p∇pvq (A.9)
where we used (2.19).
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Green’s Formula. We have the identities
´p∆v, wqω “ ´
ż
pω x∆v pw| pG|1{2dpx (A.10)
“ ´
ż
pω | pG|´1{2 p∇ ¨ p| pG|1{2 pG´1 p∇pvq pw| pG|1{2dpx (A.11)
“ ´
ż
pω p∇ ¨ p| pG|1{2 x∇vq pwdpx (A.12)
“
ż
pω | pG|1{2 x∇v ¨ p∇ pwdpx´
ż
Bpω | pG|1{2pν ¨ x∇v pwdpγ (A.13)
“
ż
pω gpx∇v,y∇wq| pG|1{2dpxloooooooooooomoooooooooooonş
ω ∇v¨∇w dx
´
ż
Bpω gp pG´1pν, x∇vq pw| pG|1{2dpγlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
‹“şBω n¨∇v w dγ
(A.14)
where we will now verify the identity ‹ “ şBω n ¨ ∇v w dγ. We note that pν is the unit
exterior normal to Bω, with respect to the usual R2 inner product in T ppΩiq, and that
pn “ pG´1pν} pG´1pν}g (A.15)
see (3.30). Thus the term ‹ on the right hand side in (A.14) may be written in the form
‹ “
ż
Bpω gp pG´1pν, x∇vq pw| pG|1{2dpγ “
ż
Bpω gppn, x∇vq pw} pG´1pν}g| pG|1{2dpγ (A.16)
and we will next study the measure } pG´1pν}g| pG|1{2dpγ in more detail.
The Two-Dimensional Case. Using the identity
pG´1 “ | pG|´1ST pGS (A.17)
where
S “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
(A.18)
we have pτ “ Spν, where pτ is the unit with respect to the Euclidean inner product tangent
vector to the curve Bpω, and
| pG|} pG´1pν}2g “ | pG|pν ¨ pG´1 ¨ pν (A.19)
“ pν ¨ pST pGSq ¨ pν (A.20)
“ pSpνq ¨ pG ¨ pSpνq (A.21)
“ pτ ¨ pG ¨ pτ (A.22)
“ }pτ}2g (A.23)
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and therefore we recover the standard curve measure. Thus we conclude thatż
Bpω gp pG´1pν, x∇vq pw| pG|1{2dpγ “
ż
Bpω gppn, x∇vq pw} pG´1pν}g| pG|1{2dpγ (A.24)
“
ż
Bpω gppn, x∇vq pw}pτ}gdpγ (A.25)
“
ż
Bω
n ¨∇v w dγ (A.26)
which together with (A.14) concludes the derivation of Green’s formula on the surface ω.
The General Case. A more general approach which also holds in higher dimension is
to use the identity
|A` ab b| “ |A| ` |A|a ¨ A´1 ¨ b (A.27)
where A is a square nˆ n matrix and a and b are n vectors. We then obtain
| pG|} pG´1pν}2g “ | pG|pν ¨ pG´1 ¨ pν (A.28)
“ | pG` pν b pν| ´ | pG| (A.29)
Now we may chose an orthonormal basis in Rn consisting of pν and n´ 1 tangent vectors
ttiuni“2. Let P “ I ´ pν b pν be the projection onto the tangent plane and then we have
the identity
| pG` pν b pν| “ | pG| ` |P pGP | (A.30)
where |P pGP | is the n´1 determinant of the tangent part P pGP of pG. This follows directly
from the fact that in normal-tangent coordinates pG` pν b pν takes the formˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rg11 ` 1 rg12 . . . rg1nrg21 rg22 . . . rg2n
...
...
...
...rgn1 rgn2 . . . rgnn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
|G`pνbpν|
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
rg11 rg12 . . . rg1nrg21 rg22 . . . rg2n
...
...
...
...rgn1 rgn2 . . . rgnn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇlooooooooooomooooooooooon
|G|
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇrg22 . . . rg2n... ... ...rgn2 . . . rgnn
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
looooooomooooooon
|PGP |
(A.31)
with rG the matrix representation of pG in a tangent-normal coordinate system. We may
thus conclude that
| pG|1{2} pG´1pν}g “ |P pGP |1{2 (A.32)
which is the appropriate measure on Bω. Note also that in the two dimensional case P pGP
has rank one and the determinant equals the absolute value of the scalar pτ ¨ pG ¨ pτ and
thus
|P pGP | “ |pτ ¨ pG ¨ pτ | “ }pτ}2g (A.33)
which is consistent with the definition of the measure based on arclength measure.
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